
International Day of Education, January 24th
Education is a human right, a public good and a public responsibility. The United Nations General
Assembly proclaimed 24 January as International Day of Education, in celebration of the role of
education for peace and development. 

Without inclusive and equitable quality education and lifelong opportunities for all, countries will
not succeed in achieving gender equality and breaking the cycle of poverty that is leaving
millions of children, youth and adults behind. 

The fifth International Day of Education will be celebrated on 24 January 2023 under the theme
“to invest in people, prioritize education”. 

We spoke to two of the Ireland Fellows, Pov and Micah, who are studying education and asked
them some questions about the area.  
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Pov Pheung  

Pov Pheung is from Cambodia in Southeast Asia and is studying the Master of Education at
Mary Immaculate College, University of Limerick. The Master of Education discusses
fundamental theories and competencies in educational leadership, programme design,
pedagogies for innovation and sustainability, policies and practices and research methodologies
and practice.   

http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/73/25


Why did you decide to do a master’s in the field of education? What inspired/motivated
you to make this choice?  

I have worked in the field of education for twenty years now. I used to work as a primary school
teacher, a secondary school teacher, a district education officer and a school principal before I
joined SeeBeyondBorders in 2013 which is an excellent NGO working to improve the quality of
teaching and learning for Cambodian public schools. As you may have known about the troubled
history of Cambodia, the country lost about 90% of its teachers and educational elites during the
‘Killing Filed’ period led by the Khmer Rouge. Since 1980, the nation has been rebuilding from
zero amid ‘perfect storms of challenges’. I believe that education is the only solution. Change
begins with education, and true educational change can only occur through teacher education. 

How do you see the state of education in today’s world? What are some of the main global
challenges when it comes to education?  

The world is changing very fast. The ways we were taught twenty or thirty years ago may not fit
the current perspectives of learners and society, especially in light of technology and climate
change. It is crucial for educators to adopt and innovate our approach to maximise the use of
technology advantage and promote further innovation, collaboration and actions for sustainable
development.   

Can you make a brief comparison between education in Ireland and in your own country -
what are ours and your strengths? What can we learn from each other? 

From the policy perspective, I am safe to say that both countries share many similarities from the
curriculum design up to the education development strategies. Cambodia aims to build human
capital with excellent characteristics quoted from all the around the world.  

But when we come to the reality of practice, I observed many differences. In Cambodia, students
are taught to remember factual statements or data all the time. Teachers rely heavily on
textbooks provided by the central government. Whereas students in Ireland are motivated to
express their thinking and creativity. You create learning environments that promote
self-confidence and self-efficacy among learners at all levels whereas we regard obedience as
the top value.  

How do you see the impact of education on an individual, and on a society as a whole? 

I agree with what Nelson Mandela once said, ‘Education is the most powerful weapon you can
use to change the world’.  

In an actual example of reality, well-educated societies enjoy designing products from a
comfortable office whereas those in the ‘third world’ are searching for raw materials in the most
dangerous environment setting you could ever think of. Imagine if everyone on earth receives
equal access to quality education. We would have lived together in peace and prosperity. We
would not have to divide and label different worlds by standards of living such as the second or
third world but only one ‘shared world’ as it physically exists.  

How did you yourself benefit from education? How is your community benefiting from
education? 

Let me give you my own story as an example. Around thirty years ago, my family lived
hand-to-mouth, just like the large majority of others in my district. Parents sent their children to



primary school but a few years later pulled them away from school and got them to work from a
very young age. In contrast, my parents believed that education could change my life. They sent
me to secondary school, and I became the first person from my district who completed
secondary school in 2001. I became a teacher and was able to do many other things and proving
that education brought me a variety of life chances. Gradually I could see that more and more
parents supported their children to go to secondary school and above. People’s living conditions
are much better, and my community has become a role model.  

Ten years ago, my parents were awarded by the provincial governor for their outstanding
commitment to education for their children.  

What are you hoping to achieve as an educator? How is the Ireland Fellows Programme
helping you in achieving that goal? 

I am passionate about education, and I commit to doing everything I can to improve the quality of
teaching and learning in Cambodian public schools.  

The education experience in Ireland will help me build even more connections with Irish
institutions and supporters so that we can strengthen the partnership for better education on the
planet we all share.  

Back in Cambodia, the Master’s experience will enhance my confidence and capability to work
together with educators from the grassroots level up to education policymakers to bring about
sustainable change for the younger generations.  

Thanks to the Ireland Fellows Programme for this one in a lifetime opportunity for me to have a
world-class education in Ireland. 


